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As D H Lawrence wrote to Aldous Huxley after reading one of Huxley's
novels: 'I read Point CounterPoint with rising admiration and a sinking heart.'
My response upon reading Alex Huber's Yosemite was similar. Rising
admiration because of the quality ofproduction of this book - the stunning
photographs, the excellence of the paper, binding, and layout, as well as
the extraordinary levels of accomplishment of the modern Yosemite
climbers; and a sinking heart because this book, with its vivid capturing of
the amazing achievements of modern climbers and the levels of mastery
they have reached, and with the unmistakable message that nothing stands
still, is the nail in the coffin of climbing as I used to know it in Yosernite,
and of my own oft-repeated conviction that 'the way you do it' is what counts.

Until this book appeared I had been content, over the last 20 years, to
largely ignore climbing developments in Yosemite. The rise in standards,
the speed of change, and the difficulty of the climbs being done were too
extraordinary to encompass within the limits of my imagination. So I busied
myself with other things and with my own mediocre climbing and an eternal
search for classic moderates. I heard hints and pieces, some guy did this,
some gal did that, amazing speed ascents, a fellow named Potter soloing
Half Dome using slings in place of a rope, and so forth. Oh, I was well
aware of the first big breakthrough - the free ascent of the Salathe Wall by
Piana and Skinner. And I knew about, and enthusiastically applauded,
Lynn Hill's free ascent of the Nose, as well as the extraordinary speed ascents
and free solos of Peter Croft and John Bachar, but it was becoming harder
and harder for me to truly comprehend and so identify with the
achievements, so I began to lose interest. _

I am reminded of the time when, with binoculars from the Valley below,
I was searching the face of Half Dome for my friends, Pratt, Frost, and
Fitschen. Where were they? I couldn't find them. It was late on the second
day and again and again I panned the area I knew they had to be: somewhere
in the centre of the wall. Finally I discovered them right near the top 
clearly they would finish the route in only two days, knocking three days
off our time. I could see it, but I couldn't comprehend it. How could they
do it? We had climbed magnificently on the first ascent. I was so proud of
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that climb. My whole self-image was bound up in the glory of our route up
the north-west face of Half Dome. Suddenly I felt betrayed, seduced and
double-crossed by this path to which I had devoted my life. All seemed
lost. I hated my friends; I hated climbing; I hated myself.

Of course I got over that, and I will surely get over the fact that Yosemite
represents a level of climbing that I never dreamt would come about, and
which, even with the photographs and detailed descriptions right before
my eyes, I can hardly imagine.

This large-format picture book, a coffee-table item, is designed to give
the photographs maximum effect. It certainly does that. The photos capture
the drama of steep rock climbing like none I have ever seen. They begin
with a breathtaking cover picture of a climber laybacking a narrow corner
high on El Capitan. It is very steep, very thin, and very 'out there'. Although
far harder than anything I have ever done, I couldn't help being pulled into
the drama of the layback and of the climber's delicate position in that severe
inside corner. Climbing it in my mind's eye, a fantastic alternative to really
being there, I followed the crack upward and experienced an actual spasm
of joy to discover, 20 feet higher, a three-inch wide ledge - a place to rest
and recover. Thank God! The stunning pictorial essay continues through
the first 15 pages, as the photographs do the talking, providing eloquent
proof that a new era of Yosemite climbing has arrived.

The text begins on page 16 with a forward by Heinz Zak, an artist of the
camera who provides almost all of the photographs in this well-illustrated
book. Besides being a picture-taker of genius, Zak is a first-class climber.
His Yosernite routes include a free ascent of the big wall route Free Rider on
El Capitan, as well as such bold test pieces as the Bacher/Yerian in
Tuolumne Meadows. Zak begins the book's prose with a prean to the great
walls of the Yosemite Valley, to its demanding climbs, its brilliant and
resourceful climbers, and expresses his thankfulness for being fortunate
enough, over a period of 23 years, to capture the moments of beauty and
trial by fire in Yosemite.

The next few chapters are devoted to word and picture sketches of
Yosemite, to explorations of the Sierra, and to 'Early Yosemite Climbers',
culminating in the ascents of the Higher and Lower Cathedral Spires in the
1930s. The 'modern' era begins after the Second World War with a full
chapter devoted quite rightly to the pioneering genius of John Salathe.
Huber rightly gives Salathe credit for influencing generations to come. I
would only quibble with his point that 'the manner' in which Salathe tackled
the greatest problems made him a legend. By 'manner', Huber refers to
approaching a climb with 'a minimal amount of gear'. Actually, what made
Salathe a legend was his ability to get pitons to stick where nobody else
could, plus his reluctance to place a bolt except when absolutely necessary.

Standing on Salathe's shoulders, we reached higher. I was most active
during the years between 1955 and 1970, which Huber identifies as the
Golden Age of Yosemite climbing. For the most part, as far as I can tell, he
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does a proper historian's job of getting the facts straight. I would take issue,
however, with his comments on the first ascent of the Direct North-west
Face of Half Dome, made in 1963 by Dick McCracken and me. An initial
foray onto this route had been made by Galen Rowell and Ed Cooper, who
left ropes fixed over the first 300 feet. Bypassing their ropes, we climbed
the route in the time-honoured spirit of first ascent competition, yet Huber
says that "Robbins' takeover was not according to the accepted codes of
the day." I don't see it that way. Perhaps Alex is confusing the evolving
codes of our day with the modern practice of respecting an unfinished sport
route or 'project'. To my mind, no such 'code' existed when we did the
Direct on Half Dome. We simply wanted to do the route and knew the
placing of fixed ropes didn't mean someone else 'owned' the route.
Certainly, if we had left the ropes and others had snatched the route from
under our noses, we wouldn't have complained. We would have just gathered
our ropes and tried something else.

Yosemite contains a number of articles (chapters) written by contributors.
It is pretty clear that some of the early ones, such as by Warren Harding
and me, are re-publications. But with the later ones, say those by Alex's
brother Thomas, Dean Potter, and Leo Houlding, it was harder for me to
tell. They may have been written specifically for the book or reprinted from
other publications. Anyway, those reprinted should have the attributions
of place and date so one knows, right off, where one is while reading this
superb book. It also should have been made clear who took those
photographs that are not Zak's.

After the 'Golden Age', more 'modern' developments began. Many routes
that had been done with aid were climbed free. New routes formed mazes
up the big walls, especially on El Capitan. Often these new lines were
significantly more difficult than anything done before. Other areas of
development were speed ascents of big walls, climbing multiple big walls
in one day, free solos, and super-hard boulder problems, not to mention the
triumph of sport climbing in this bastion of traditionalism. This section
also includes the most disgraceful incident in the history of Yosemite
climbing, of which more anon.

Yosemite really gets into its stride with Chapter 22, 'Freeing The Big Walls'.
Huber waxes even more eloquent and enthusiastic, particularly when
describing his own remarkable free ascents of five big wall routes on El
Capitan. Here he is on very solid ground (so to speak), writing about what
he loves, which is being on the fine edge on the hardest rock climbs in the
world. This era begins with a 'free' ascent of the Salathe Wall (I use quotation
marks not to detract but because the modern meaning of 'free' varies from
past definitions.). This historic climb was done in 1988 by Paul Piana and
Todd Skinner. Huber seems a little reluctant to credit these two with the
first free of El Capitan, pointing to doubts raised by others who failed to
repeat the route, and finally writing, 'Skinner and Piana have to be credited
for what was certainly a determined and very advanced climb.' This sounds
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like faint praise and the reader is not certain just what the author means. Is
he or is he not giving them credit for the first free ascent? We are not sure.

A bit further on we read, 'Five years later, the real breakthrough (my italics)
happened .. .' Huber is referring to Lynn Hill's free ascent of the Nose or
South Buttress of El Capitan. It is not clear from the account what makes
Hill's climb, remarkable though it was, the 'real breakthrough', but we may
surmise that Huber means the first 'uncontested' breakthrough.

Several chapters later we reach the real 'cake' of this book - Alex Huber's
own descriptions of his free ascent of the Salathe, in which he significantly
ups the ante in terms of style, and his free climbs of four other big El Capitan
routes. This is absolutely gripping stuff, made even more real by the
spellbinding pictures of Heinz Zak. Here we enter a marvellous new branch
of mountaineering - free-climbing big walls. Huber does a superb job of
bringing us into this brave new world of extreme exposure, extreme difficulty,
and extreme climbing while keeping the human touch and expressing the
wonder of adventure. It seems utterly authentic and we find ourselves there
with him, on the thin edge, in the prImordial battle between fear and desire.
It is easily the best writing in the book, and testimony that we express
ourselves best when we are describing what we love. As Huber says,
'Primarily a big wall is a playground of adventure where climbing heads
into the unknown.' And, 'Tension and fear are your companions, experience
and self-confidence the keys to (success).' Was it not ever so?

In the penultimate chapter, the English climber, Leo Houlding, expresses
similar sentiments: 'Surely there is more satisfaction to be gained .... by
tempting failure than in assuring success? I am convinced it is better to fail
in superior style than to succeed in any other.'

These hopeful remarks are not allowed to conclude the book. The final
brief chapter is by Mark Chapman, who wrote an earlier chapter entitled,
to me inexplicably, 'Time Capsule'. In this article (once again not clear
whether penned for Yosemite or borrowed from a previous publication),
Chapman describes the growing conflict in the late 1980s between Yosemite
traditionalists and those eager to introduce sport climbing into the arena.
John Bachar carried the standard for the traditionalists. Chapman describes
him as viewing 'outside climbers, and sport climbers in particular, as a
threat to his position and ideals', yet he gives no evidence whatsoever to
support this claimed insight into Bachar's inner thoughts and motives. We
do know that Bachar was particularly known for his uncompromising style
and for his fearsome free solos, which few dared repeat.

Chapman continues, 'Things came to a head in 1987' when a 'heated
altercation took place in the Camp 4 parking lot. A punch was thrown.
Bachar collapsed ... ' Thus runs Chapman's description of the most shameful
episode ever to occur in American climbing. In this curiously bloodless
account CA punch was thrown. '), we are not even told who struck the blow.
Other readers have assumed the assailant was Kauk, who was there
alongside Chapman against Bachar. Kauk was Bachar's real adversary,
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being a climber of comparable stature with a contrary philosophy. What
actually happened, according to my best understanding, is that Chapman,
out of the blue, unleashed a sucker punch and savagely felled Bacher, sending
him to the hospital. I have detected no remorse nor heard of any apology
from Chapman, Kauk, or any other member of the rap-bolting fraternity,
in whose name this savage attack was perpetrated upon one of the finest
climbers to ever touch Yosemite rock.

It is not clear whether Chapman's attack was provoked by something
Bachar said, by what he had done (chopping bolts on one of Kauk's sport
routes), by Bachar's superior attitude, or simple hatred of Bachar because
he climbed at a level Chapman could never hope to achieve, or all of the
above. Perhaps it wasn't wrath that drove him. Maybe it was a cool and
deliberate act intended to send the message that those who stood in the
way of rap bolters might expect to end in hospital. It worked. Opposition
to rap bolting faded and today Yosemite would be a rap bolter's paradise
except that, in Alex Huber's words, the Valley's 'walls do not offer enough
holds to make rap-bolted sport climbing worthwhile'. In other words,
Yosemite has remained a largely traditional area not from conscious choice
or because one form of climbing is superior to another, but merely because
the rock dictates the style. One suspects it is not as simple as that, and
Huber's inspiring descriptions of his own climbs and of his love of adventure,
and Houlding's modern echoes of Geoffrey Winthrop Young, suggest that
tradition is alive and well in Yosemite.

The fact that this work has been published in the UK under the
stewardship of Ken Wilson suggests that Britain's most articulate and
impassioned traditionalist is at ease on this question. I am less sanguine.
Just where does Alexander Huber stand on the question of traditional
adventure climbing versus rap bolting? One perhaps finds a clue in the
arrangement of the book, which accords the last chapter to Mark Chapman.
Thus, an undistinguished climber whose only claim to fame is having
hospitalised one of the best climbers of his generation, is given the last
word. This seems to me odd, unexpected, and highly significant. Why
Chapman?

Mark Chapman closes his short essay, 'I cannot help but wonder what
the future holds.' Surely, if past is prologue, and it always has been, the
future will have climbers doing climbs we now consider impossible. You
can be certain that the climbs of the future will be as far ahead of tile present
as the present is ahead of the past. We can absolutely expect that the big
wall routes on El Capitan, for example, will not only be done free, and not
only free in record time, but free without a rope free solo. In other words,
they will be done in the style for which John Bachar was famous. What
new and more malevolent champion will then be around to send such
climbers to hospital for the crime of exhibiting too much pride in their
accomplishments?

Royal Robbins
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The Fall
SimonMawer

Little,Brown, 2003, pp442, £12.99

I feel slightly uneasy reviewing a novel. Book criticism is a dubious pursuit
at the best of times, laden as it is with so much personal preference and so
few definable criteria of value. And these problems are exacerbated in the
case of a novel. With expedition narratives, history, even philosophy, there
are some/acts to which the book mayor may not be anchored; there are at
least events which really did happen. But in a novel - what? I have often
been tempted to try a book because of some approving review in the Press.
I have often been disappointed. The reviewer and I do not agree, clearly. It
is all a very time-consuming and rather annoying way of discovering
something I didn't particularly need to know.

But perhaps things are less disheartening in the case of the Alpine Journal.
Any review here is aimed at AC; members in particular and one can
reasonably hope for some commonality of taste. I assume, for example,
that preferences tend towards the conservative, that most of us, though not
closed to it, are not over-impressed by experimental writing, but prefer the
Queen's English. Our ears are attuned to cheap tricks such as extreme
situations being introduced into a narrative only because the author is
incapable of making a gentler situation sound interesting. We suffer
apoplexy if he insults our intelligence by having the hero pull up one-handed
on an ice-hammer and mantelshelf onto the summit, prior to dispatching
the baddie with one well-aimed cramponed foot. Most of all we are uneasy
if the whole tenor of the book is to take our much loved but ultimately
pointless activity too seriously - or rather, seriously in the wrong way.
I suggested in a recent AC Newsletter that one purpose of our club is to
maintain a sense of proportion about mountaineering when all about us
seem to be losing theirs. This is all the more important bearing in mind the
two-edged nature of the business. Of course mountaineering can be hugely
rewarding, but the rewards come at a price that can spiral out of control.
Too great a concentration on this particular aspect of life can be unhealthy.
It can lead not to freedom but to slavery. Climbing is not all there
is. That, at least, is the view that I think most AC members would have
stood for throughout 150 years of the Club's history.

On this basis, then, Simon Mawer's novel is more than worth members'
time. I think many who have been merely irritated by other examples of
the genre will greatly enjoy it. I certainly did. It is emphatically not out of
the Sylvester Stallone school of storytelling, it is intelligent, it is superbly
written. But is it a climbing novel?

It is, but that the question can arise is a reflection of the book's quality.
Climbing here provides the context for a story that is ultimately about the
tragedy of human misunderstandings and regretted but irrevocable mistakes.
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These are not specifically climbing questions. They are the stuff of
mainstream literature.

Told from the perspective of middle age, The Fall is the memoir of Rob
Dewar, whose life since childhood has been bound to that of his climbing
friend, Jamie Mathewson. Jamie's father was himself a famous climber
and this is the story not just of two men but of two intertwined families.
Rob and Jamie follow a natural progression of increasing ambition to an
inevitable epic - an attempt on the North Face of the Eiger, the core event
from which Rob emerges, chastened, to redirect his life in more conventional
channels whilst Jamie is fired to pursue the dream to the Himalaya.

The essential setting is North Wales. The descriptions of various climbing
eras there, going back as far as wartime pacifism, but particularly those of
the 1960s and '70s, are the work of an enviably good writer. This is what
climbing is actually like. The dialogue is convincing, the evocations of place,
glorious. Much the same is true of the alpine pages. There is no narrative
of Himalayan climbing and so no parallel account of the Himalayan scene
or of emotional epics at 8000m to mirror those at 1000m or 4000m. I must
admit to the slightest of disappointments here. Though it would probably
have ruined the book, it would have been interesting to see how Mawer
fared at this particular fence, others having generally failed spectacularly.
Human experience at great altitude is mostly barely human, that of an
automaton; so to turn up the level of human feeling - some writers have
got so carried away as to throw in sexual passion too - whilst staggering
around in a blizzard on top of the world, can be relied on to produce absurd,
if occasionally funny, prose.

But there is nothing absurd here, nor particularly funny, though much of
it is very affecting. I thoroughly recommend The Fall, which won the 2003
Boardman Tasker Award for Mountain Literature. If all climbing novels
were as good as this, the form would have more followers.

Phil Bartlett

Mountains of the Mind
Robert Macfarlane

Granta, 2003, pp306, £20

Why have great lumps of stone, snow and ice come to have such i. powerful
place in our culture? For Dr Johnson they got in the way as 'considerable
protruberances'. For Daniel Defoe, what is now called 'the Lake District'
was the most 'barren and frightful' place he had visited. Mountains
themselves have barely changed, yet now, from the Scottish Highlands to
the Himalaya, their attraction is the mainstay of the local economy. Robert
Macfarlane points out that it is 'the mountains of the mind' that have
changed and he sets out to explore how this has happened.
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This book is sub-titled 'A personal and cultural history of our love of
mountains' and it takes its title from the idea that mountains are culturally
constructed differently in different eras. So it charts the changing attitudes
in Western Europe towards the Alps and beyond under a number of
headings: the formation of mountains and their geology; the invention of
the sublime; the study of glaciology; the aesthetics of a summit view;
exploration of the unknown; mountains as escape; and, inevitably in 2003,
Everest and a retelling of the story of Mallory. As a 26-year-old mountaineer,
from a family with a long history of mountaineering, the author admits
that he also imagines his experiences in mountains when he comes to write
about them. The imagination, in turn, is shaped by the reading of this young
Fellow of Emmanuel College Cambridge.

This book is aimed at the general reader and there is not much in the
reading upon which it draws that will be new to readers of the Alpine Journal.
But this is certainly the most readable and informative book on the history
of mountains in European culture-to be published in recent years. There
are many vividly expressed insights in the book. It may lack some
dimensions being explored by other writers: the religious role of mountains,
their place in the folklore of indigenous people, the lateness of the European
environmental imagination to engage with the search for a right way to
sustainably ski, climb and walk over mountains.

The use of Coleridge's short-lived form of 'gambling' - by trying to
descend from a mountain top directly 'where it is first possible to descend'
- to discuss what Macfarlane calls 'the pursuit of fear', leads to the usual
statement that Coleridge's 1802 Broad Stand descent was the first rock
climb. One might regret that Macfarlane had not made greater use of
Wordsworth's brilliant rock-climbing poetry in The Prelude. In 1783 the
young Bill Wordsworth was with a gang of local farmers' lads, including
one called Birkett, who were climbing to a raven's nest on Yewdale Crags,
Coniston when the leader got cragfast and had to be rescued. The church
warden paid four pence for an egg or a dead chick, so rock-climbing for
kids of Wordsworth's time had economic and farming conservation rewards
as well as aesthetic ones when informing the later poetry. Indeed, it is the
lack of cross-over between chapters that is one of the weaknesses of
Macfarlane's approach: for instance, the science in the aesthetics of the
early mountaineers or the economics in the sublime for poor mountain
peoples around the world.

But Mountains of the Mind is a fascinating journey into the changing
meaning of mountains in our culture. I am reminded of the words of Henry
David Thoreau: 'The landscape lies far and fair within, and the deepest
thinker is the farthest travelled.'

Terry Gifford
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The Naked Mountain
Reinhold Messner

Crowood, 2003, pp 316, £25
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The ascent of Nanga Parbat's Rupal Face in 1970 was a watershed in
mountaineering. Nanga Parbat had first been climbed in 1953 by the peer
less Austrian Herman Buhl. Now another German-led expedition had
searched out a difficult and dangerous line that took Himalayan mountain
eering into new territory, much as the Bonington expedition did in the same
year on the south face of Annapurna. The Nanga Parbat expedition went
on to traverse the mountain, a feat accomplished only once before in the
Himalaya, by Tom Hornbein and Willi Unsoeld on Everest in 1963. These
events also saw Reinhold Messner emerge on to the international stage:
his first ascent of an 8000-metre peak, the initial step in the sequence by
which he became the first person to climb all 14 of the 8000m peaks.

The 1970 expedition was remarkable in another respect. It gave rise to
one of the most bitter and long-lasting controversies in mountaineering
history. What began in the immediate aftermath of the expedition as a row
over the behaviour of the leader, the fractious, divisive figure of Karl Maria
Herrligkoffer, has continued - after a lengthy hiatus - to this day, and now
envelops the activities and character of none other than Messner himself.
It was Messner who completed the traverse of Nanga Parbat in 1970, a
bravura feat, calling on reserves of experience and commitment that belied
his 25 years. He did much of it in the company of his younger brother,
Gunther. But Gunther died at some point during the descent of the Diamir
Face, and the circumstances of his death are at the core of the dispute which
still rages in Germany.

Messner's book, The Naked Mountain, can only be fully understood in the
context of that row. It provides Messner's first detailed published account
of the expedition (one aspect of the dispute is that Messner's previous
attempt at publication was legally suppressed) and is immensely useful in
that respect. As a mountaineering narrative, however, it is as one with
Messner's previous writings, which disappoint in their lack of technical
detail and their inattention to the characters and interplay among expedition
members.

The critical incident in the drama occurred on 26 June 1970. The exped
ition had reached 7350m, some 775m below the summit. Herrligkoffer's
favoured summit pair, Peter Scholz and Felix Kuen, were ready to make
the first summit attempt. But there was a threat of bad weather and, during
a radio conversation between the camps, Herrligkoffer agreed to a fallback
plan. If there was a good forecast that night, Scholz and Kuen should go
for the summit as planned. In the event of a bad forecast, Messner was to
make a speculative solo attempt. Because the climbers would be out of
radio contact at Camp V, Herrligkoffer agreed to signal to them by firing a
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rocket. A blue rocket would indicate good weather, and Scholz and Kuen
should make their attempt. A red rocket would mean bad weather, and
Messner should set off alone.

It was now that Herrligkoffer committed an astonishing blunder. There
was a good weather forecast that evening - but he fIred a red rocket by
mistake. At 2.30 the following morning, Messner accordingly set off for
the summit alone.

Herrligkoffer's mistake was compounded by an impetuous decision by
Messner's younger brother Giinther. He had not formed part of Herrligkoffer's
summit plans, but had been determined to climb with his brother as much
as possible. At around 5 that morning, seeing that the weather was fair, he
set off after Reinhold. Taking advantage of Reinhold's steps and route
fInding, he caught up with his brother around the top of the Merkl Gully.
The brothers continued to the summit together, reaching it in the late
afternoon (Messner's timings are less than clear, but he estimates that by
the time they left the summit, there was an hour of daylight left).

It was at this stage that the full crisis developed. Because of his impromptu
departure, Giinther had omitted to bring any bivouac equipment. They
had almost no food, no tent, and no rope. According to Reinhold, Giinther
was all but exhausted from the ascent and was showing signs of altitude
sickness. He also said he was worried about trying to descend the Merkl
Gully without a rope. From these diffIculties emerged a decision, which
Reinhold largely attributes to Giinther, to descend part of the way down
the Diamir Face, in the hope of regaining the route from a point known as
the Merkl Notch.

At around lOam, following a bitter bivouac with only two space blankets
between them for protection, Reinhold saw Peter Scholz and Felix Kuen
ascending the Merkl Gully, clearly intent on the summit. As he tells it in
The Naked Mountain, he called to them for help from the Merkl Notch.
Communication, across an 80m gap and into a raging wind, was diffIcult.
But in a crucial exchange, Kuen asked Reinhold: 'Alles in Ordnung?' ('Is
everything okay?'). Reinhold replied: 'Alles in Ordnung.' Thinking that
nothing was amiss, Kuen and Scholz continued to the summit instead of
coming to the Messners' aid. That night they bivouacked below the South
Summit at 8000m and rejoined their colleagues in Camp IV on 29 June.

Meanwhile, as Reinhold tells it, the Messners had decided that their only
hope lay in continuing a descent of the Diamir Face. They made a second
bivouac at around 6000 metres, by which point Giinther had made a partial
recovery. The next morning, 29 June, they were nearing safety when
Reinhold went ahead to prospect the route. He reached the foot of the face
and, after resting and satiating his thirst from a stream, returned to look for
his brother. But Giinther had disappeared. After an anguished 24-hour
search, compounded by his frostbite injuries, Reinhold concluded that
Giinther had been killed by a collapsing serac.

Messner was finally reunited with his expedition colleagues near Gilgit
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on 3 July. The first legal battle was joined shortly after Messner emerged
from hospital in Innsbruck, where seven of his toes were amputated.
Messner sued Herrligkoffer for the 'involuntary manslaughter' of his brother,
contending that his brother's death stemmed from Herrligkoffer's blunder
in firing the wrong rocket. But Herrligkoffer won the ensuing court battle.
He also managed to suppress Messner's book about the episode, entitled
Red Rocket, on the grounds that Messner's contract with the expedition
prevented him from publishing unauthorised accounts.

There the matter seemed to rest until October 2001, when Messner and
several members of the 1970 expedition attended a press conference in
Munich, where a biography of Herrligkoffer was launched. In a short
speech, Messner returned to the events of 1970, claiming that his colleagues
'should have done more' to search for Giinther. He also declared: 'Some
of them, older than myself, had nothing against the disappearance of the
Messner brothers, and that is the tragedy.'

Messner's colleagues were astonished that he should have reopened the
events of 1970 after so long - and outraged that he should attack them in
such an unprovoked and unjustified a manner. They have since replied in
detail to his accusation that they should have done more to assist Giinther,
in particular pointing out that they had no evidence that anything was
wrong, and that in any case they had hurried round to the Diamir side of
the mountain as soon as they could. Two of the climbers had also stayed
high on the mountain, against Herrligkoffer's expressed orders, in case the
Messners had after all attempted to return via the Rupal Face. Messner's
contention that they would not have minded if he too had died, which he
repeated in an even more forthright manner not long afterwards, struck
them as groundless and absurd.

Messner's motivation for making his attack was not entirely clear. But if
he did indeed wish to disinter the controversies of 1970, he succeeded.
What ensued was that several colleagues who had stood by him in his legal
battle with Herrligkoffer now revealed the doubts they had nurtured all
along. The central issue was that, with Herrligkoffer, they believed that far
from descending the Diamir Face in extremis, in a bid to save his brother,
Messner had planned the traverse all along. They recalled that he had
discussed making the traverse on several occasions during the expedition,
and said that he had even indicated the potential line of descent on a
photograph. I talked to three of the former team members mys'elf while
researching a magazine article, and their recollections were firm and clear.

They also found his account of the Messners' decision-making at the
summit highly implausible. Messner essentially attributed the decision to
start descending the Diamir Face to his brother, whereas on the mountain
Reinhold had been by far the dominant partner. Nor did it make sense to
aspire to regain the ascent route from the Merkl Notch, since the intervening
ground was even steeper and more difficult than the Merkl Gully, which
Giinther had already declined to descend without a rope.
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It was the further implications of these doubts that were particularly
damning, as it appeared to follow that Messner had misled his colleagues
in several key respects, in particular by not being honest about his intentions
over making the traverse, either before or after the event. And even though
his brother, by his account, had been in difficulty after arriving at the summit,
Messner had continued with his long-planned traverse, rather than making
his brother's safety his main priority. Much depended on what had been
said, or was believed to have been said, in the enigmatic exchange with
Kuen when Messner was at the Merkl Notch. In the worst-case scenario,
Messner had concealed his brother's plight from Kuen, assuring him instead
that everything was 'in Ordnung' and that they did not need help. It is a
potent commentary on the extent to which relationships between Messner
and his former colleagues have deteriorated - provoked, as they see it, by
his own unprompted attack on their integrity - that they should be prepared
to think the worst of Messner in these respects.

In Germany, the battle has once again been resumed in both the media
and the courts. The German language version of The Naked Mountain (Der
Niickte Berg) was published in 2002. Two of the 1970 expedition members,
Hans Saler and Max von Kienlin, responded with their own books* in
which they layout the charges against Messner in unrestrained detail.
Messner weighed in again with a sequel to The Naked Mountain, entitled
Die Weise Einsamkeit, t which is so far unpublished in English. Messner also
attempted to have the Saler and von Kienlin books withdrawn. A court in
Hamburg delivered a compromise verdict. It did not suppress the books,
but ordered the most damaging allegations, which go to the issue of
Messner's integrity, to be excised from future editions, pending further
hearings.

The struggle moved into the realms of melodrama this year, when Messner
held a press conference to present the results of DNA tests on a leg bone, a
fibula, which had been found below the Diamir Face three years ago.
Preliminary tests (since confirmed) suggested that the bone came from
Gunther's body, thereby scotching one theory about what the brothers did
after reaching the summit. Max von Kienlin had proposed that rather
than attempting the traverse together, the brothers had gone their separate
ways, Gunther returning via the Rupal Face while Reinhold descended the
Diamir Face, only for Gunther to die of exhaustion and hypothermia, or in
a fall. The DNA test effectively ruled out the scenario advanced by von
Kienlin, whereby Gunther had died on the Rupal Face. But it still left open
the question of where and when Reinhold had parted from Gunther on the
Diamir Face.

* Hans Saler, Zwischen Licht und Schatten, Munich: Al Verlag, 2003
Max von Kienlin, Die Uberschreitung, Munich: Herbig, 2003

t Die Weisse Einsamkeit, Munich: Piper, 2003
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And so to The Naked Mountain itself, based to a large extent on the
suppressed volume RedRocket, with additional commentary to take account
of the subsequent disputes. The book provides, firstly, a brisk history of
attempts on Nanga Parbat, beginning with the disappearance of Mummery
while attempting to reach the Diamir Gap in 1895, and continuing through
the disasters of the 1930s, which cost 26 lives, including that of Willi Merkl
in 1934. It intimates the obsession that developed in Herrligkoffer, who
was Merkl's half-brother, and seemed to want to expiate Merkl's death by
leading a series of expeditions of his own. One of those culminated in
Hermann Buhl's epic solo ascent in 1953, which discomfited Herrligkoffer
because he had wanted to make a collective ascent to symbolise the group
ethic he held to be paramount. Herrligkoffer organised further expeditions,
intended as reconnaissances for the Rupal Face ascent, through the 1960s.
One of these brought the death of Sigi Lbw and so the 1970 attempt was
named the Sigi Lbw memorial expedition. Reinhold, already a rising star
among alpinists, was among the first-choice climbers on Herrligkoffer's
list. Giinther, strongly recommended by Reinhold, was selected after two
of Herrligkoffer's original choices dropped out.

A substantial part of Messner's account of the expedition consists of quotes
from his and his brother's diaries and letters. Giinther's writings have
considerable poignancy and the descriptive material is skilfully rendered
by the translator, Tim Carruthers. While Reinhold's entries have a freshness
about them, the rest of his writing leaves you searching for the possible
sub-text, given the subsequent furore. Some of the additional material would
be entirely opaque to anyone who had not been following the dispute.
Crowood's English-language edition is attractively produced and there are
some excellent black and white photographs. There is a paucity of dramatic
climbing shots, however. Those in the rival Hans Saler account - not yet
published in Britain - are better. Ironically, only one of the three final
summit-day photographs taken by Messner appear in the book, whereas
all three are published in Max von Kienlin's book, since they were taken on
his borrowed Minox.

On the crucial evidential issues at the core of the successive disputes,
Messner has nothing of substance to say in the book on the issue of whether
he had planned to attempt the traverse all along, although he has since
denied this specifically, and did so to me in an interview for the magazine
article. He told me: 'We spoke in the base camps that one day Nanga Parbat
would be traversed.' But he denied that there was any 'clear plan' to do so,
just as he had also denied showing his colleagues a photograph of the
potential route, despite their recollections to that effect.

His account of how the decision was made to start descending by the
Diamir Face is curiously vague, although he does attribute it principally to
Giinther, even though his colleagues described him as by far the dominant
partner. He did not address that directly in our interview, but insisted that
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he would never have left his brother near the summit, as some scenarios
have contended.

He goes into detail in his account of the shouted conversation with Kuen
from the Merkl Notch. He insists that he called to Kuen for help, asking
him for a rope, but also agrees that he said, in reply to Kuen's question:
'Alles in Ordnung' - the phrase which led Kuen and his colleagues to believe
that nothing was amiss. Messner's reasoning for uttering that phrase seems
incongruous. He says that in the 'Death Zone', okay is 'a relative concept'
- and that maybe he meant to say that, apart from his brother's exhaustion
and altitude sickness, 'everything else' was in order.

As for the descent, Messner's description in the book is one of his most
specific, since he recounts how he was close to the foot of the face before
separating from Giinther, with such a tragic outcome. Messner's accounts
of where and when the brothers parted have in fact varied widely, and during
one of the court hearings he was apparently only prepared to assert that
they had been together until their se~ond night's bivouac at around 6000m
- discrepancies which fuelled suspicions that Messner was being less than
forthcoming about precisely what occurred.

So what did happen on Nanga Parbat? It is easy to see why Messner's
colleagues should have been convinced that he had planned the traverse all
along, particularly as his arguments for descending to the Merkl Notch are
hard to comprehend. But if you do believe that Messner was bent on making
the traverse, you are also required to believe that he deliberately misled
Kuen and Scholz when he shouted to them from the Merkl Notch that
everything was 'in Ordnung' - in other words, that he was concealing
Giinther's problems from them in case this threatened his plan to complete
the traverse. Messner himself contends that, in any case, if he had been
determined to make the traverse, he and Giinther would not have wasted
time that morning at the Merkl Notch, but would have continued their
descent as early as possible.

It is in fact difficult to make all the evidential pieces fit anyone scenario,
but the most charitable explanation is that the shouted conversation between
Kuen and Messner was beset with misunderstandings, compounded by the
factors of altitude and exhaustion. Messner's divergent accounts of where
he lost sight of his brother may reflect the fact that, in the trauma and
exhaustion of losing him, compounded by his anguished 24-hour search
for him while suffering from frostbite, Messner is not really sure where
they separated.

As to decisions made at Nanga Parbat's summit, who is entitled to second
guess those, at least without factoring in the difficulties of doing anything
sane or rational at such altitude? Certainly that is the position taken by
Gerhard Baur, one of the 1970 team members, today a respected film-maker,
who is unwilling to criticise any actions or decisions made by Messner
during the climb. However Baur is clear that Messner's astonishing verbal
attack on his former colleagues, which Baur witnessed, was utterly ill-judged.
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Since that time, it would appear that Messner has done nothing to quell the
controversy he started; instead, his actions have contrived to make it escalate.

The minutiae of the debate apart, what has been curious about Messner's
continuing onslaught against his colleagues is its ferocity. He has com
plained that 'the Germans' - making the distinction that he comes from
Slid Tirol which, though German speaking, is part of Italy - have not been
respectful enough of his achievements. He has accused his colleagues of
being jealous of his reputation and feeling guilty over Glinther's death.
The anger manifest at his press conferences and on his website has been
volcanic, creating an impression which is at odds with the accolades and
esteem he has won as the world's supreme mountaineer. It has also in
spired his former colleagues to think and say the worst of him, which in
turn has generated further attacks. The safest conclusion is that Messner is
still some way from achieving closure over his brother's death, and that his
quest to do so is complicated by other issues which are in equal need of
resolution. While it is uncertain how far his book will enable him to
achieve those ends, it can only be fully appreciated in its historical and
psychological context.

Peter Gillman

With thanks and acknowledgments to Jochen Hemmleb, who provided invaluable
assistance and research.

The Unreliable Mushrooms
Terry Gifford

Redbeck Press, 2003, pp96, £8.95

With only 18 new poems, this collection is no bargain for anyone owning
copies of the earlier works, but the selection does give a useful overview for
the newcomer to Terry Gifford's poetry. For others, the poet's choices for
this volume offer a retrospective opportunity to trace developments over
the 18 years since his first collection was published.

The work has its roots in the Romantic movement, that shift in civilized
sensibility somewhere around the turn of the 18th century when wilderness
was no longer disorderly and fearful but became grand, or 'sublime' in
Wordworth's words. More modern, hard-edged Romantics, like"Lawrence
and Hughes, not only influence but also make more than guest appearances
in the later poems. In 'Not Nature Writing', however, the poet insists upon
rejecting the labelling of his work, perhaps because he is no passive observer
but an active participant, climbing and cycling within a landscape of
significance, and the relationships between people that he describes are
inextricably involved with that landscape.

Unsurprisingly, environmental issues are tackled head-on in some poems,
but the stridency of 'The Stone Spiral' gives way to a more subtle, almost
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surreal treatment in the 'English Earth Warriors' sequence. Indeed, it is
the development of the poet's voice that held much of my interest in this
collection. It is not a singing voice or a prophetic, visionary voice, but a
talking voice. He talks to friends, children, lovers, and the dead in ways
that develop increasingly explorative, wondering, tentative tones with a
capacity for self-mockery unsuspected in the earlier poems. Anecdotal,
almost garrulous at times, he speaks to us of things we should understand.

Dave Wynne-Jones

Mount McKinley's West Buttress. The First Ascent.
Brad Washburn's Logbook 1951

Top of the World Press, Vermont, 2003, pp142 + xviii, npq

Escape from Lucania. An Epic Struggle for Survival.
David Roberts

Little Brown, 2002, pp206 + xii, £19.99

Two books have appeared recently on Brad Washburn's early climbs. In
the late 1940s, the US Office of Naval Research was anxious to establish a
small cosmic ray laboratory on the l8,200ft Denali Pass on McKinley, and
also to find a safer way for non-mountaineering scientists to reach the pass
than via the old Muldrow Glacier route. Accordingly, a new expedition
was arranged in 1951 to attempt the West Buttress, which depended on a
light aircraft being able to land on the Kahiltna Glacier. Terris Moore proved
that this was possible by landing Washburn, Jim Gale and Bill Hackett on
the gacier at 7650ft. All three made the summit on 10 July, and this
beautifully illustrated book is Washburn's log-book of the whole effort. Not
long after his return, the Office of Naval Research decided not to proceed
with a high-altitude cosmic ray facility on McKinley after all.

Ecapefrom Lucania. An Epic StrugglejOr Survival goes even further back. In
1937 the highest unclimbed mountain in North America was Mount
Lucania, and Brad Washburn and Bob Bates were keen to make the first
ascent. They hired Bob Reeve, one of the finest bush pilots in the Yukon, to
help them, and in May flew in three times to land a cache of stores at
8750ft on the Walsh Glacier. The plan was then to fly Brad and Bob in on
18 June with their personal gear and return a month later to fly them out.
On the day of the flight, however, it was obvious that weather and snow
conditions had deteriorated, and when they landed and jumped out ofthe
plane, they sank thigh-deep into a sea of slush. The plane too was well and
truly stuck. Hoping that colder conditions would help, Reeve made several
attempts to take off at night, but each time the plane sank deeper and had
to be dug out again. At last, after four days, with a slight weather
improvement, and after throwing out everything that wasn't attached, Reeve
made it out - but he wasn't coming back! Brad and Bob were on their own.
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They were still determined to climb Lucania and, on 24 June, started
ferrying loads. With some days of terrible weather, they made it to l4,000ft
on the Lucania/Steele ridge, finally on 9 July becoming the first people to
stand on the 17, 150ft summit. They were in the middle of the wildest part
of the Yukon, with a stunning, cloudless panorama all around them. 190
miles away they could see Mount Fairweather, the first Alaskan mountain
Brad had attempted, whilst, much closer, were Mount Logan and Mount
St Elias. Also, to the east, they could see the land they would have to traverse
to reach Kluane Lake, some 50 miles away.

They had decided earlier to make for the little settlement at Burwash
Landing on Kluane Lake, heading further into the interior rather than
towards Valdez on the coast, and they set off, first bagging the second ascent
of Mount Steele en route. They were now down to bare essentials, only
carrying 191bs of food (which still meant 60lb loads) as they were relying
on finding a cache of food left two years previously by another party. When
they finally reached it, however, the bears had got there first. They were
now seriously short of food. Five days out from Lucania they reached the
Donjek River, a raging torrent, and had to struggle IS miles along its bank
and up the Donjek Glacier before they could attempt a crossing. They were
nearly at the far side when both were swept away, miraculously managing
to struggle on to the bank in the nick of time. The epic was nearly over.
They eventually met some wranglers who fed them and escorted them to
their destination, 10 days after leaving Lucania, where they managed to
pick up a cargo flight back to Fairbanks. In total, including all load carries,
they had covered 156 miles.

David Roberts has told their story in a most readable fashion, which was
proved by the book winning the Grand Prize at the 2003 Banff literary
festival.

Geoffrey Templeman

Detectives on Everest
Jochen Hemmleb

Mountaineers PresslCordee, pp210, £15.99

Detectives on Everest is a useful and higWy readable addition to the Everest
canon. The author, Jochen Hemmleb, is the German historian and
researcher who helped steer the 1999 American expedition to the'site where
it found George Mallory's body. The book is provocatively presented as
'From the team that discovered Mallory's body', thus evoking the
controversy which surrounded the US team's activities and the subsequent
publication in the mass media of photographs of the body.

Five years on, it is worth looking anew at precisely what evidence was
uncovered by the 1999 team and by a second search, conducted in 200 I by
a smaller US group, with Hemmleb once again in situ to help focus the
search. The aim in 2001 was to find the body of Sandy Irvine and with it
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the grail of one or more of the cameras he is presumed to have been carrying.
No camera was found with Mallory's body in 1999.

The 2001 group searched across terrain nine times the size of the 1999
search area, without success. Even so, it added details to the industrial
archreology of Everest that prove to be both intriguing and poignant. The
searchers found the 1924 Camp Six, established by Edward Norton on
3 June and used by Mallory and Irvine on the night of 7/8 June. There is
some confusion in Norton's 1924 account over the site of the camp and
there has also been speculation that Mallory moved the camp higher on
the afternoon of 7 June.

The 2001 find definitively establishes that the camp was at 26,800ft, and
that it better matches a description by Norton rather than that given by
Noel Odel!. There were no finds that would contribute to the evidential
debate as to whether Mallory and Irvine might have reached the summit 
but the items recovered included a tin labelled Acid Drops that proved to
contain a supply of tea, still fragrant 77 years on.

The substantive finds from the two expeditions, collated with previous
discoveries such as the ice-axe found in 1933, are reported in a chapter
which sets out just what the evidence consists of. Hemmleb analyses how
far the evidence assists answers to the key questions, such as which route
Mallory and Irvine followed on 8 June and where they were last seen - the
perennial issue of whether, at the time of OdelI's sighting, they were on the
First, Second or even the Third Step. Hemm1eb is rigorous in his approach
and indulges in no speculation beyond what the evidence warrants 
controversial territory, this, but Hemmleb is scrupulous in limiting himself
to the forensics.

Hemrnleb also relates the provenance of the two reported discoveries by
Chinese climbers that prompted the recent searches, which he was able to
clarify during a visit to Beijing after the 2001 expedition. The original find
was made by climber Wang Hongbao in 1975 and reported following his
death on Everest in 1979. That discovery, widely assumed to be of Irvine's
body, inspired the subsequent searches - and the Americans were initially
so convinced they had found Irvine's body in 1999 that they asked why he
was wearing Mallory's shirt.

In Beijing, Hemrnleb met a veteran of the 1960 expedition, Xu Jing, who
talked of seeing another body in the area where Mallory was found.
Hemrnleb places the location of that body, now presumed to be Irvine,
some 200 vertical metres above the Mallory find. If correct, it points to an
accident in the lower reaches of the Yellow Band, near a feature since dubbed
'The Climbers' Gully'. For good or ill, it is that find which excited the new
teams, believed to number at least three, who resolved to search the area in
spring 2004.

The book has intriguing information about the Chinese expeditions of
1960 and 1975, once so controversial in their turn. It also tells how the
2001 expedition abandoned its own summit attempt an hour from the top
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in order to assist two climbers in extremis from exhaustion and hypoxia
after being benighted at 28,500ft. Climbers from other groups passed by
without offering help but the US climbers renounced their own summit
aspirations in ord,er to get the two men back to safety. They overcame
hideous difficulties descending the Second Step but the two men were fmally
able to descend under their own steam from the foot of the First Step. By
then it was too late for the Americans to resume their summit attempt.

Earlier, the Americans had assisted three Siberians whom they encoun
tered at 28,100ft. They too were in desperate straits, suffering from
hypothermia and exhaustion. The Americans revived them with food, drink,
oxygen and drugs, so that they were able to continue their descent, although
one subsequently died in a fall from somewhere on the Yellow Band.

The book is well illustrated and attractively produced, and the annotated
photographs and diagrams, precisely identifying the key locations from
1924 on, are especially useful.

Peter Gillman

Invisible on Everest: Innovation and the Gear Makers
Mike Parsons and Mary B Rose

Northern Liberties Press, 2003, pp 292, £24.99

This book takes on a subject that is controversial in that there are many
versions of how mountaineering gear developed and many climbing coteries
who claim that they originated the best bits. The authors are potentially
perfectly qualified. Mike ran one of Britain's best known outdoor manufac
turers, Karrimor, while Mary is a noted historian of British business.
However, this is a difficult area in which to be 'correct'. Documentation is
not always available and the development of mountaineering gear has not
seen much openly available scholarly work to date. Most of the informa
tion on equipment comes from anecdotal recollections rather than hard
fact and the apportioning of importance is purely in the eye (or pen) of the
author. Having said that, this book is well researched and fairly complete,
with a long section on the genesis of early gear from the tents of Whymper
and Mummery to women's decorous alpine attire, ski development, boot
design, polar clothing and technical climbing aids. These early chapters
are backed up with a well-researched and informative account of the devel
opment of mountaineering techniques and how the gear evolved slowly to
match the improving standards and aspirations.

In the Introduction, Mike Parsons says: 'You may not agree with our
interpretation but we have tried to make sense of a complicated story. That
is what history is about, making patterns out of apparent chaos.' It is a fair
point to make, for this is history through the eyes of the authors and does
not always concur with the recollection of this reviewer. I do have to declare
a special interest as my entire career has been in the retail side of the outdoor
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business, most particularly in the selling of climbing gear. I have known
and dealt with Mike Parsons and Karrimor for 25 years 'in the trade' and
over that time we have had spirited (but amicable) disagreements about
products and product development. However, it is the chapters dealing
with the more modern areas of gear development that I find disappointing.
My impression is that the authors have not given sufficient prominence to

the breakthrough designs that have radically altered the shape and standard
of modern rock climbing and mountaineering. For instance, on pagel?3
the advent of MacInnes's Terrordactyl drop-picked ice tools only gets a
passing mention after much credit is bestowed on the importance of Yvon
Chouinard's early radiused (curved pick) ice axes in Scottish ice climbing.
Looking back, it is obvious that period was the start of modern ice climbing.
However it was the radical nature of the MacInnes drop-picked 'Terror'
that emerged as the most important innovation in high-standard ice climbing
and mountaineering rather than Chouinard's drooped pick 'Climaxe'. It
was the Terror that triumphed - ch~ck out modern Black Diamond (nee
Chouinard Equipment) ice tools - and led to the security, speed and
increased popularity of front pointing or 'piolet traction', as Chouinard
liked to call it. The eventual acceptance of the drop pick design by the
main European hardware manufacturers and the arrival of the influential
Simond Chacal reverse curve ice tool finally integrated modern ice tool
design. Today, the tools most responsible for helping raise mountaineering
standards world-wide can be directly related to Hamish MacInnes's original
development. This is one of the areas worthy of greater emphasis and more
accurately explains what drives today's equipment design.

The final chapter, entitled 'The Golden Age of Innovation', deals with
the period that has most affected our current range of outdoor gear. The
last 35 years have witnessed the wholesale transformation of all aspects of
equipment and the market. I was disappointed to find that the authors
have focused primarily on the view of that era from a Karrimor perspec
tive. Prominence has been given to the company's commercial battle with
competitors like Berghaus, yet mention is made of only one or two of the
pivotal products of the period such as Gore-tex and the whole KSB walk
ing footwear revolution. There is, for example, no mention of the arrival of
the Fire 'sticky' rock boot from Boreal in the early eighties. This was one of
the most significant equipment developments in world rock climbing and in
fluenced a surge in standards that continues today. Fires, along with 'Friends'
(which do get a mention but not in the 'Golden Years of Innovation' chapter),
radically transformed the whole world of mountaineering and these innova
tions are essential to an understanding of where we are now.

Thus, the wide range and authority of this book, so admirable in the
main, is let down by a less than complete analysis of gear development in
recent decades and the influence of new products and corresponding
techniques on how we climb today. The future direction of gear development
only gets half a page at the end of the book. I for one was hoping for some
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interesting, informed views on the future design effort, beyond a few general
remarks and lack of detailed analysis of current areas of development. There
are also a number of typographical errors and some of fact which the
publishers intend to correct in any reprint.

As I have made clear, I may not be the most detached person to evaluate
this book, but I do know the territory. The authors have produced a real
'book of two halves' in which the relationship between gear development
and climbing techniques of pre-1960 era are well researched and interestingly
presented, while subsequent developments are only patchily represented
and the future is left frustratingly vague.

Dick Turnbull

My Father Sandy
Nicholas Wollaston

Short Books, 2003, pp192, £12.99

A F R 'Sandy' Wollaston is known principally to members of the climbing
fraternity as one of the party on the reconnaissance expedition to Everest
in 1921. In the familiar group photo of that expedition he stands on the left
in the back row, next to the leader Col Howard-Bury and immediately
behind George Mallory. He was officially doctor, naturalist and botanist to
the expedition, but doesn't seem to have been particularly impressed by
either the windswept Tibetan plateau, nor even by the mountains
themselves: 'There is nothing beautiful in huge snow mountains rising out
of a bare plain,' he wrote, 'and I am not even sure there is any real beauty
in a snow mountain pure and simple.' He did change his mind as the
expedition progressed, but his preferences were for vegetation, the more
jungly the better, and he was happier when they reached lower levels again.

After qualifying as a doctor, he wrote, 'I am going East to catch bugs for
Charles Rothschild.' In the event, he travelled over vast areas of the world,
returning briefly to be a house surgeon at Addenbrooke's, Cambridge, before
joining a British Museum expedition to the Ruwenzori. The group spent a
long time in the area, sending back to the Museum one ofthe finest specimen
collections it had ever received, meeting the Duke of the Abruzzi and
fighting off hostile tribesmen, before Sandy and a colleague trekked
westwards through unknown country to emerge at the mouth of the Congo.
Back home, he couldn't stay in one place for long, and was soon off on a
British expedition to Dutch New Guinea, among the Tapiro pygmies,
hoping to climb Mount Karstenz. In this he was thwarted, even though
they were there for more than a year. But, in less than a year, he was back
again, having acquired a deep love for the country and for the Dyak people
who were with him on this trip. On this occasion he reached l5,OOOft, but
couldn't achieve the summit. These expeditions earned him the Gill
Memorial Prize and the Patron's Gold Medal of the RGS. His book Pygmies
and Papuans was published in 1912.
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During the First World War, Sandy spent five years cruising the world as
a naval surgeon, winning the DSC. Then came Everest. At various times
over the previous years, he had met and corresponded with Mary
Meinertzhagen, and finally, in 1923, they married, spending their
honeymoon in unexplored parts of Colombia. Back in England, Sandy
accepted a post as tutor at King's College, Cambridge, and settled down to
university life. Two children were born and life was sweet but, in 1930,
tragedy struck when Sandy was shot dead in his study by a deranged student.
Nicholas Wollaston was four when his father died. Now, in his 70s, the
novelist and travel writer has written a moving account of the father he
virtually never knew.

Geoffrey Templeman

Mont Blanc Conquete de l'lmaginaire
Collec~ion Payot

Editeur: La Fontaine de Si/oe, Montmelian, France, 2002. pp424+iii
Standard edition $1 J0, de luxe edition $300

Paul Payot was a descendant of a family that settled in the valley of
Chamonix several centuries ago. He spent his whole life in the valley. A
Mont Blanc enthusiast, artistically minded and naturally curious, he was
an alpinist but also a keen collector. He appreciated and collected any
object linked to the mountain that dominated the valley of his birth and
which had become his passion. His considerable wealth and free time were
dedicated to seeking out and to acquiring thousands of objects, particularly
prints of the valley and the mountain. As soon as he acquired one print, he
went in search of other copies, either in better condition or of editions having
higher value. Thus, his collection was unmatched, except perhaps by that
of R W Lloyd, who collected more widely. Unmarried and without children,
he donated the collection to the Art and History Museum in Annecy, which
from time to time holds temporary exhibitions of selections from it. La
Fontaine de Siloe have now produced the book Mont Blanc Conquete de
I Imaginaire, which allows the reader to access this remarkable collection.

The book, which is in large format and printed on high quality paper,
presents 500 works selected from the collection. It also includes com
plementary texts written by several very competent authors. All the great
masters who have represented the mountain and its environs are superbly
reproduced: the Lincks, Hackert, Backler d' Albe, Grundmann, the Lorys,
Birmann, Albanis de Beaumont, Bleuler. But less prestigious authors also
find their place. Thus, collectors will find the book invaluable as a reference
work, while British readers will find in the chapter 'Un defi prometheen'
many examples of the work of early ascensionists of the mountain or the
artists who accompanied them, such as Fellows, Auldjo, Beverley (Smith),
Browne and Coleman.
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The accompanying texts are substantial, interesting and instructive, but
what makes the book very special is the quality and the richness of the
works reproduced and the way they are presented. The non French speaking
reader should therefore not be put off by the language barrier. The book
can be enjoyed simply as a visual experience.

There have been other excellent works on this subject in the past. However,
this volume has set a new standard both visually and in terms of the
accompanying text. It stands as clearly the most sumptuous and best edited
work on the subject.

Andre Moulin

Where the Mountain Casts Its Shadow
Maria Coffey

Arrow Books, pp 267, £6.99 (P/bk)

In Fragile Edge, Maria Coffey chronicled her attempts to rebuild her life
after Joe Tasker's death on Everest's north-east ridge. She came to under
stand that the ties which bound her to him were inextricably linked with
his overwhelming need to put himself in what Messner describes as 'the
state between survival and death' - a given fact of high-altitude mountain
eering. With painful honesty, she examined her own need for the vicarious
excitement and celebrity which surrounded such a man and the intensity
of a relationship interrupted by perilous expeditions to the highest peaks.

In Where the Mountain Casts Its Shadow she broadens her canvas, expanding
her personal story to explore the question of why climbers choose to climb
and why anyone would elect to spend their life with someone addicted to
this potentially fatal pursuit.

There is always a risk of sensationalism in such a project, laying bare the
lives of those who co-exist with death and danger, seeking out climbers
famous beyond the intimacy of their own sphere. However, the spare honesty
of Coffey's writing and her willingness to use her own experiences as a
barometer for others give the narrative a sincerity and conviction which
inform and illuminate rather than simply titillate. Underpinning this
integrity is an obvious rapport with those whom she interviews, a skill
born of more than shared personal experience and one which encourages
confidences from which more telling conclusions can be drawn:

Each chapter begins with a vignette of an extreme experience from which
is drawn a series of conclusions derived from interviews with climbers,
their partners and their families. Psychological and philosophical comment
is added where it illuminates, rather than for the gravity of 'expert'
validation. One might argue that these insights are hardly novel, but their
value lies in the fact that they have been publicly acknowledged, either by
or on behalf of a community who would rather either minimise or ignore
them altogether.
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The famous names are undoubtedly a draw. We warm to vulnerability
and uncertainty in our heroes, relishing that insider knowledge about those
whom we do not know but can only admire. But at the heart of the book is
its unflinching exposure of the emotional costs of having any sort of
relationship with a committed mountaineer. There are positives in this
seemingly monstrously one-sided equation: the self-absorption and
selfishness of the climber, which does so much damage to a relationship,
can also enhance it.

The women who marry climbers and bear their children feel the burdens
of home, family and the interminable worries about safety and risk. But
some, at least, relish a life lived with a degree of independence and self
reliance, one which brings excitement, intensity and passion rather than
the tedium of endless routine.

It is those who have no choice, the parents and children of climbers,
who generate most sympathy. Some climbers choose to retire when they
have children while others continue. to go to the mountains and so inflict
the pain of separation on both themselves and their offspring. Those who
lose their children to the mountains must wrestle with the twin demons of
outliving their children and being helpless to prevent their deaths.

This is a long, thoughtful and thought-provoking book in which raw
emotion sits side by side with stoic acceptance. The juxtaposition of the
thrill of adventure with the price that it exacts is both sobering and
illuminating.

Vat Randall

Follow the Sun: A Traverse of the Alps on Skis
Peter Seaman

Cyou, 2003, pp84, £J 7. 95

Inspired by the 1972 British Alpine Ski Traverse, Fred Harper assembled a
team of ski mountaineers to traverse the Alps from the Stubai Alps in Austria
to Menton, near Nice, in France. Over five years, doing two weeks per
year, the group travelled almost 600km and ascended almost 41 ,DOOm.

Written by Peter Seaman, who completed the whole traverse, this book
is a colourful account of their journey. Illustrated with plenty of maps and
colour photographs, Peter brings his day-to-day route descriptions to life
with short essays and diary extracts from his team-mates. We join the team
as they are rewarded with stunning views and memorable descents, as they
navigate tensely through whiteouts, and as they struggle to descend appalling
snow conditions. Their plans repeatedly change as dictated by the weather,
showing how their flexible approach ultimately led to success and
completion of the traverse.

This book is not simply a description of the team's journey. The short
essays help the general reader to understand all aspects of touring in the
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mountains, from the equipment used to weather in the mountains,
navigation, avalanches, and food. As such this book contains something
for everyone. Ski-mountaineers will be inspired to visit new areas, climbers
and piste skiers will be tempted to take up ski-touring, and others will start
to understand why it is that we do it.

Phil Wickens

Climbing Down
Graham Wilson

Millrace, 2002, pp160 + viii, npq

Those readers who appreciated the author's earlier book Mac and the Art of
Long Distance Walking will know what to expect from this current offering
which is in an identical format. Each of the eight chapters includes a number
of walks and scrambles and is accompanied by a 'route drawing' - not a
map - and you can't use the book as a Wainwright-style guide. As in the
previous book, a number of walks are based in the Macclesfield area, but
the author also ventures into Scotland and Wales, splitting his walks into
'manageable chunks', the result of a crumbling hip. The chief joy of the
book is in its rambling digressions, ranging from the Countryside and Rights
of Way Act to Bentley Beetham, golf and the Munros.

Tarns of the Central Lake District. Depth Surveys and the
Environmental Context.

Ed. Henry Osmaston
Brathay Exploration Group Trust, 2003, pp204 + x, £9.90

Over the years, from 1947 onwards, the Brathay Exploration Group took
soundings in many of the tarns of Central Lakeland. Now, in collaboration
with the Freshwater Biological Association and under the editorship of
Henry Osmaston, the group's results have been published. Fifty tarns are
featured, each with a chart showing depth contours, details of its geological
setting and origin, and the water, plants and animals found in it. More
than half are illustrated with excellent colour photographs. One or two of
the historical photos show the manhandling of hand-made folding boats
up to the tarns, giving a sense of the effort that was involved. The book is
rounded out by general chapters on the geology, glaciation and vegetation
of Lakeland, and will be of exceptional interest, not only to those interested
in the scientific study of scenery, but to those visitors who wish to know a
little more about the numerous tarns they see on their walks.
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Wielka Encyklopedia Gor I Alpinizmu
(Great Encyclopredia of Mountains and Mountaineering)

Malgorzata & Jan Kielkowski
Stapis ((Katowice), 2003, pp536, npq

Jan Kielkowski's incredibly detailed guides to various Himalayan mountains
have been reviewed here in previous years, and the author has now turned
his attention to writing an encyclopredia of mountaineering - and this is
only volume one. The second volume covering the mountains of Asia will
be published next year. Although it is in Polish, it is well worth the attention
of non-Polish speakers for the illustrations alone, which cover such aspects
as stamps and banknotes with mountain themes. You can also find details
of almost every mountain magazine and club journal ever issued. An English
edition is needed.

Everest. 50 Years of Struggle to reach the Top of the World
George Craig

Car/ton Books, 2002, pp128, £14.99

Climbing Everest. Tales of Triumph and Tragedy on the World's
Highest Mountain

Audrey Salkeld
National Geographic, 2003, pp128, $21.00

Everest. Reflections from the Top
Ed. Christine Gee, Gary Weare & Margaret Gee

Ridec, 2003, pp142 + xviii, £8.99

Three more books to add to the pile of Everest commemoratives. The first
tells the story of attempts from 1921 to the present day. Much abbreviated,
the 1936 attempt is covered in just eight lines. In Climbing Everest Audrey
Salkeld deals, fairly briefly, with six of the major chapters in the mountain's
history: Mallory, 1953, the Chinese, Messner, the Kangshung Face and the
events of 1996. Each part is well illustrated, and the book is marketed for
'ages 10 and up'. The third book, produced by a group of three Australian
'adventure travellers', gives the thoughts of over 120 climbers on reaching
the summit. It is in the current fashion for small books, and most of the
entries are no more than a few lines.
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